Executive Summary

Health Systems

Improve patient experience
and throughput with better
transportation

Roundtrip is an easy-to-use ride booking platform for transportation requesters in the healthcare setting.
We make it simple and fast for clinical staff to organize transportation on behalf of patients who need a
ride to or from their point of care.
Roundtrip is a comprehensive coordination solution and market aggregator, not just another
transportation company. Patients are the priority, and Roundtrip works to ensure that transportation is
not only eliminated as a barrier to care, but an easy and pleasant experience for every patient.
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How it works:

Trip requester (care
manager, social worker,
nurse navigator) logs into
Roundtrip and orders
transportation

Roundtrip acts as a hub and
connects the ride request
with our transportation
provider network

Trip is claimed and
completed. Quality
feedback is recorded &
real-time data is available

Use Roundtrip to:
•

Centralize all patient transportation. Efficiently coordinate all levels of transport: rideshare, medical
sedans, wheelchair vans, and non-emergency ambulances (BLS, ALS, SCT, Bariatric). Involve your
existing contracted transportation providers and get greater access with our transportation marketplace.

•

Expand access to care. Easily schedule single or recurring rides online. Reduce patient no-shows to as
low as 3% through 24/7 real-time ride monitoring along with automated multilingual text and voicebased patient notifications.

•

Increase patient throughput. Move your patients more efficiently while increasing patient satisfaction
and overall quality of service. Reduce length of stay and post-discharge wait times by moving patients to
their next care destination as soon as they’re ready.

•

Empower your team to operate at the top of their licenses. Care coordinators spend hours on
the phone coordinating transportation for their patients. Save up to 90% of time currently spent on
finding an available transportation company, confirming times, and securing prior authorizations with
Roundtrip’s 90-second ride-booking workflow.

•

Use data and uncover new insights. Ensure all data is stored in a HIPAA compliant format, with the
potential to be integrated with other care coordination platforms and EHR systems to improve clinical
and operational decision making.
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